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Loyalty has been one of the central concepts in translation the-
ory.

And yet it is a fuzzy and broad one that covers binding ethi-
cal relations, beliefs, norms, political agendas and the like. A
great deal has been said about (dis)loyalty from a prescriptive
perspective to represent our belief systems rather than to give a
systematically empirical view. To mention a few issues that keep
us where we presently are, they include an acute lack of samp-
les and data. A closely related problem concerns the tools and
methods for extracting and exploring such data.

Rather than to construct one more definition or to offer a
taxonomy of loyalty, I aim to deconstruct the concept as dys-
functional and incapable of providing a framework for research.
Instead, I am considering what the formal expression of loyalty
would be and what it could tell us about the extent with which
the original text imprints on our reading and writing of the trans-
lation. By drawing on my PhD project as well as a few ad hoc
studies, I argue that close reading combined with corpus appro-
ach can give insights into variable aspects of dependence on the
original text as manifested in the lexical and syntactic structures
of translations. I will also look into the emerging data on the
patterns of ergodicity traced in variant translations.
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